Bassendean Boy

by Alchemi

RH has the same meaning throughout
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Across
1/8 What RH said about
unfinished picture of a
yellow tunic that yetis
chewed (3,3,4,4,2,2,3)
7 Cut spotted knight (4)
9 RH song about a man
with three buttocks?
(4,3,3)
10 See 2 Down
11 Country garden after
clearing out scarecrow (6)
13 Noel Edmonds initially
gets angry about one cause
of gangrene (8)
14 American city's missing
street a blessing (4)
16 Put a cap on and smile
at it strangely (3,1,5)
18 Regularly fails to get
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off the ground, once
dropping last of ballast to
make things easier (9)
20 Wed heartless woman
(4)
22 One leaves a playwright
to support missing person
(8)
23 Tibetan royalty get back
part decorated (6)
25 Worry about needing
things to begin with (4)
26 Tricked Ginger Spice to
do nothing - RH blew it!
(10)
28 Poet's work does poorly
(4)
29 RH used to play one
made with 50 honeypots
(10)

Down
2/10 One new silver sign is
a source of confusion (7)
3 Concede, in the end,
Lansley lied outrageously
(5)
4 Peacekeeper possibly
right to let go (6)
5 Spread kitchen
equipment in river (7)
6 Rational thinker to use
computer account to hide
spies (8)
7 New smooth soldiers
climbing over a young
woman (9)
8 See 1 Across
12 You and I get on the
plane carrying a shapeless
blob for RH to play (6,5)

15 Shows old dad around
before dry start to season
(9)
17 Exercise one gets in
rollercoasters, say,
producing powerful
currents (8)
19 You are French and a
lawyer? You start after
Monday (7)
21 Also came first in city
(6)
24 Animal sound of 1980
(5)
27 Have the centres of
built-up areas (3)

